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Hot new theme and line-up out for elrow's closing

party

Mixing things up at Amnesia on 28 September.

Since the start of summer, Saturday 28 September has been marked in our diaries. It's the final
fling this season for elrow (https://www.ibiza-spotlight.com/night/promoters/elrow-amnesia)
at Amnesia (https://www.ibiza-spotlight.com/night/clubs/amnesia_i.htm) - always an
unmissable event.

Like it does every summer, elrow has conjured up a brand new party theme to mark the
ceremonious occasion. Kaos Garden is a concept dreamt by wacky artist Okuda San Miguel and
Spanish techno hero Paco Osuna.

Set to bring an art deco flair to the Amnesia dancefloor, now all we need is a killer line-up… of
course, the Barcelona-based crazy gang has delivered on that front as well.

Jo Dargie (https://www.ibiza-spotlight.com/authors/793) on 6 Sep, 2019
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FULL SUMMER LISTINGS FOR ELROW IBIZA - 2019

One of the minds behind the new theme, Paco Osuna will be headlining shenanigans on the
night. Dispensing with tradition, the Amnesia regular will play an extended five hour set on the
terrace while elrow City in the club room will feature multiple acts.

You can find Eats Everything heading up antics next door. The larger than life Bristolian will be
spinning his groovy and quick-tempo beats into the mix. There, he'll be joined by elrow residents
Bastian Bux and Marc Maya.

Another familiar face at elrow, Toni Varga will warm-up the terrace for Paco.

Nevermind the mesmerising production, circus performers and band of colourful elrow
characters, the line-up alone has us sold. Amnesia's Saturday night entertainers bow out of
2019's Ibiza season on a high once more.

Fancy joining the madness? Then head below for more information and to secure your ticket.
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